The electronic transformer is the most important data collecting unit within substation, and the reliability of its output signal concerns the realization of substation protection and control function. In view of the similarity of power system signal, this paper proposes a novel strategy based on wavelet algorithm and WVD time-frequency distribution to identify the real-time fault signal of the electronic transformer. Simulation results show that this strategy could effectively identify the fault transformer and guarantee the data accuracy of intelligent application in substation.
INTRODUCTION
The information flow of smart substation is composed of SV, GOOSE and MMS, where SV information represents the voltage and current sampling data in the substation process layer, and plays the most crucial role in protection and control monitoring assessment in substation [1] . The main source of SV information is the electronic transformer. With the advantages of great transient performance, wide measurement frequency band and digital output, electronic transformer, has become a new type of intelligent device oriented to smart grid [2] . However, due to the design defects and insufficient operational experience, the sampling data acquired by electronic transformer can be inaccurate, leading to performance degradation of substation protection and control application. Some research has been proposed to identify the fault transformer signal. For example, a diagnosis of abrupt-changing fault based on wavelet transform is proposed [3] . However, this strategy only concerns the simultaneous fault of system and transformer, most kinds of faults cannot be identified effectively. In this paper, a combination of wavelet singular point algorithm and WVD time-frequency algorithm is proposed to identify the fault signal of electronic transformer, which could also adapt to the asynchronous fault of system and transformer. PSCAD based simulation verifies the accuracy and feasibility of the proposed strategy. Signal on the mutation center always manifests the local odd-symmetry or local even-symmetry. If convolved with an appropriate function, a given mutational signal will be transformed to be local odd-symmetry, making the mutational point correspond to the zero-crossing point of transformation result. Similarly, a given mutational signal could also be transformed to be local even-symmetry at the mutational point, making the mutational point correspond to the modular maximum point of transformation result.
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IDENTIFICATION PRINCIPLE OF
For a given signal, the mutational point includes the high-frequency component, and the slowly-changing part includes the low-frequency component. Therefore, if different wavelet transform scale is selected to distribute different weights to different frequency components, then the mutational point of the signal could be identified by modular maximum [4] .
In practical application, a smooth function with cubic spline B is selected, and the first-order derivative is chosen as wavelet base function, which could show the mutational time of the signal accurately due to the first-order vanishing moment.
Time-frequency Principle of Multi-component Signal Based on Wigner-Ville Distribution
Wigner-Ville (WVD) distribution is a type of distribution prototype, which is different from short-time Fourier transform [5] . Suppose a given signal ( ) x t , the definition of WVD is shown as:
WVD distribution is of time-shift and frequency-shift invariance, which could adapt to fault signal added at different times. However, the fault signal is generally multi-component. Because WVD distribution lacks the additively, there will exist cross interference in the distribution when dealing with nonlinear multi-component fault signal. To suppress the WVD interference, this paper improves the WVD algorithm by adding windows in two directions of time and frequency shown as: In this paper, SPW is called pseudo smooth Wigner-Ville distribution, which could suppress the cross interference of time axis and frequency axis. Thus it has satisfactory time-frequency analysis performance for complex fault signals.
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IDENTIFICATION STRATEGY OF ABNORMAL TRANSFORMER
Partition of Transformer Identification Group
For a single electronic transformer, it is hard to identify the abnormal sampling data using time-frequency analysis of its own output. However, after the electronic transformer is connected to the power system, there will be system fault causing obvious oscillation to system internal signal. All the transformers are connected to the same system within a substation. Therefore, when an electronic transformer operates on normal condition, the sampling signal and data will be inevitably similar to some degree in terms of signal time-frequency characteristic. The principle of partition of transformer identification group is: 1) the physical and logical distance between members within a transformer group should be close enough to guarantee the obvious similarity of sampling signal of different members; 2) the members within a transformer group should be bigger than 3 to guarantee the similarity as reference in order to identify the abnormal transformer.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the transformers comprised within the three cut sets A, B and C could make up three corresponding transformer identification groups. This kind of partition makes sure that the similarity of sampling data is apparent enough; meanwhile, the members are more than 3, which makes the similarity more feasible as the principle of abnormal transformer identification under the premise that only minority transformers are abnormal.
Transformer Output Model and Fault Identification Strategy
The sampling data of transformer mainly includes four components: system real signal s y , system deviation signal t s , noise t  and fault signal t x . The model of transformer output is built as:
The noise t  is usually the high-frequency component with low amplitude, which could be eliminate by setting threshold value using wavelet algorithm. The system real signal s y and system deviation signal t s are slowly-changing signal during system normal operation. When system oscillation occurs such as load shedding or short-circuit fault, it will cause the mutation of s y Take identification group B in Fig. 1 for example. When system abnormal signal and transformer fault occur at different time, suppose that CB20 fault occurs at time t1, and system abnormal signal occurs at time t2. The singular value of the sampling data of CB06, CB19, CB20 and CB21 could be identified by wavelet algorithm. Among them, system abnormal signal and CB20 fault both make the mutational points of output signal obvious, 0 t x  and the mutation times are t1 and t2. For CB06, CB19 and CB21, there will be oscillation of system signal s t y s  , so only t1 is identified as mutation time. Therefore, CB20 with mutational point at t1 is identified as fault transformer. When system abnormal signal and transformer fault occur at the same time, 1 2 t t  this paper proposes WVD distribution to acquire the frequency component of transformer output signal at different times, and compares the results of transformer members within the same group comprehensively to identify the fault transformer. For the fault transformer CB20, the output signal includes s . Therefore, in the WVD distribution of CB20 output signal at t1, components with frequency of w s and w x are included, while for CB06, CB19 and CB21, only components with frequency of w s are included. Through the above analysis, CB20 with more frequency components in WVD distribution is identified as the fault transformer.
SIMULATION
The 220kV typical substation model, as shown in Fig. 1 , is built through PSCAD.
Case I: System Abnormal Signal and Transformer Fault Occurs at Different Times
Take identification group B for example. System abnormal signal occurs at 0.2s, and transformer fault occurs at 0.212s. For the sampling signals of each transformer within the same group, the singular point identification result using wavelet algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . From Fig. 2 , all the transformers within the same group generates singular points at 0.2s, while CB20 has another singular point at 0.212s. Therefore, CB20 could be identified as the fault transformer.
Case II: System Abnormal Signal and Transformer Fault Occurs at the Same Times
System abnormal signal and transformer fault occurs simultaneously at 0.2s. For the sampling signals of each transformer within the same group, the distribution result using improved WVD algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. From Fig. 3 , it can be concluded that the frequency components of CB17, CB19 and CB21 are similar, while there is a different frequency component around 1000Hz in CB20.Therefore, CB20 could be identified as the fault transformer. 
SUMMARY
The reliability of electronic transformer output signal is the key factor to maintain the normal operation of substation protection and control function. By means of the identification strategy of transformer fault signal proposed in this paper, the output signal of electronic transformer could be diagnosed and monitored in real time, and all kinds of sudden fault could be identified effectively, which is greatly importance to the accuracy and reliability of data acquired by the intelligent application of smart substation.
